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VOLTURNO RIVER

BY NOEL MONKS REPRESENTING THE COMBINED BRITISH PRESS

Across the Volturno,

Thursday,

The Fifth Army ’ s smashing assault across the Voltumo completely overwhelmed the

German defences and after less than fortyeight hours of bitter fighting and

bridgebuilding it can be ’ said that the battle of the Volturno crossing is won.

Today I crossed the river by pontoon and walked for five miles down the valley that

"yesterday was a battleground -without hearing a shot fired. The only excitement was when

a lone Messerschmit dived on the pontoon just as I reached the other side'and machine-

gunned the rubber floats, puncturing some of them but not -putting the bridge out cf action,

Engineers just philosophically set about mending the punctures. Pour times in the

last twelve hours engineers had just completed the bridge when German shells knocked it

out and under heavy fire they had to begin all over again. The men who died building the

bridge were gathered together and taken across to the other side by their comrades as soon

as it -was finally completed.

”We wanted them to be first across", a weary but undaunted young officer bold me.

The Voltumo crossing was a triumph of British and American combat engineers as much as

for the troops who made the initial assault.

Until tanks, tank destroyers, anti-tank guns and light artillery could be got across

the river our troops -were sustained only by the sheer weight of their assault. They
overran many German machinegun positions in their gallant drive forward into the valley and

fighting was fierce throughout the first twentyfour hours. German selfpropel 1ed guns -

some of them eightyeights - held our infantry up half way across the valley until engineers
succeeded in getting the first tank and tank destroyers across.

I saw five knocked out German tanks today and only one of curs* Scores of gaily
coloured' farm houses studding the valley that I had noticed from the observation post the

previous day were just heaps of rubble today. There -were dead Germans sprawled around
some of them, and at the rear of one farm house was the equipment of at least twenty
German soldiers left behind probably when our five hundred guns opened up along the valley
on Tuesday night.

German prisoners I saw brought in from the foothills, five miles north of the river,
were severely shaken and -were undoubtedly glad to be out of the fight. Round the

riverhead where I am writing this fifty German prisoners were captured after they had been

outflanked. They had orders, they said, to fight to the last man* Brilliant strategy on

the part of Clark and his staff was an important factor in the success of the Volturno

crossing* Exact details cannot be revealed yet. The Germans had a pretty fair idea where

some crossings would be attempted but well timed movements of certain elements of the

Fifth Army operating to the east must have certainly caused a flurry in the German command

a few hours after the assault began, Two of the hardest operations an Army can be called

on to carry out are landing on a hostile shore and crossing a strongly defended river. In

its brief existence the Fifth Arny has carried out both those operations with most

successful results* The Fifth Any commanders were prepared to fight the Germans to a

standstill in getting across the Volturno and a battle lasting fully a 'week -was half

expected before -we had sufficient riverheads to enable us to stay on the other side.

German resistance along the whole riverbank was definitely broken within twentyfour hours,-
and we are across the Volturno now to stay*

A series cf heavy German counter attacks were also expected before our forces cavil,

get their heavy equipment across to their support, but even these didn’t eventuate, Onthe

outhern sector two small enemy counter attacks on Wednesday were easily repelled* At the

of writing the Germans only hold one bit of high ground along the Voltumo valley
right flank, which means they have only one spotting point for their artillery and this

does not cover half a dozen or so fordings, ferries and bridges in this sector.

The counter battery work of our artillery proved a great help to the bridgebuilders.
After shelled unmercifully engineers would hove a respite when, aided by air

observation, our batteries were able to silence enemy batteries long enough for good
progress to be made on the bridges. Some enemy light batteries were tucked well away in

the hills and were not silenced until our advancing infantry chased them from their positions.
Many mines were encountered along the river-banks and roads running down the valley on the

north side of the' river.

/ I noticed
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I, noticed*-.several new types of "Box", nines half covered in mud just up from where

I'made a crossing. Rain had washed the earth -from them and exposed them. Explosive
was contained in an oblong wooden box about three feet long and one wide, A mule

had trodden on one a hundred yards up from the crossing and ‘was blown fifty yards

away. The crater measured four feet deep by eight feet across.

But neither mines nor waiting Germans prevented the Fifth Army crossing the

Volturno on schedule. The complete absence of Germans from this valley today is the

best evidence of that, I am reminded of General Clark’s words to his three Generals

on the eve of the "battle, ’’Hit ’em hard, hoys", Jerry has been hit very hard indeed.
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